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What counts as explanation in linguistics?
lnauguralleclure, 9 May 2008, Berlus van Raay

Preamble: the problem of accounting for BSAE
My principal research topic for the past eight years has been a phenomenon called
Black South African English, BSAE for short. My presentation this evening is not
about BSAE, but is certainly motivated by a problem that increasing confronts me in
my work on BSAE. Allow me to sketch this initial trigger for my ideas, before
introducing you to the main topic of my lecture in a different way.

[n an oftcn quoted passage, Peter Titlestad (1996: 168) claims:

.. the random errors of second-language learners at various stages of
acquisition do not make a new English unless a codiliable consistency can be
demonstrated.

By contrast, I claimed the following in a recent paper:

A new outer variety of English is clearly emerging in South Africa, which
dil1i:rs radically from inner circle varieties. It poses very different challenges
to educators than simply trying to "address the mistakes of their learners" ...
The learners do not make mistakes in any meaningful sense of the word. 'Ibey
display (are displaying!) their mastery of a different grarnmatical system, (Van
Rooy, 2006:62)

The sarne set of linguistic phenomena is regarded

a~

evidence for a new variety of a

language by some, but as an unstable intermediate stage that isn't a language in itself
by others. This is not just an abstract debate about labels and the social status of
linguistic constructs, but a misunderstanding about the nature of language with very
serious implications for the way in which we analyse linguistic data. Let me illustrate
this very briefly with reference to one of my pet grammatical constructions, the

progressive aspect - the lNG-form of the verb if you like. De Klerk (2003) and
Makalela (2004) both note the so-called extension of the progressive aspect to non
stative verbs, and cite examples such as the following, from a corpus of spoken
English (De Klcrk, 2003:468):

(I)

... becausc even today you may go to a newspaper
seeing an advert
uh having a vacancy
you may lind out they are more preferring people
who are having skills on computers

This example is not entirely typical in its concentration of lNG-verb forms, but it
serves to illustrate the point De Klerk's method here was to extract instances of
stative verbs with progressive aspect, a structure that is regarded as non-standard. She
then finds such instances, and simply concludes to have found evidence for her claim
that BSAE extends the construction beyond the conlines of Standard English.

While I don't dispute this, it does not explain much to my mind. In my own study of
the progressive, I examined data in a different way. After taking a random sample of
l

progressive aspect forms, I examined the underlying meaning. Examples such as the
following point to a systematic semantic function that underlies the use of the ING
verb form in RSAE:

(2)

... most of the teenagers and Adults are suffering from this disease.

(3)

We are living in the present contextual situation

(4)

'Ibere arc lot ofpeoplc who are not working, claiming that there is no work

(5)

Poverty in African countries is growing and causing HlV/AIDS.

(6)

People don't attend matches because players are not delivering.

'Ibis meaning can be characterised as imperfective, i.e., locussing on some part of the
process represented hy the verb, but not the event in its totality. There is a S'-'11se of
continuous duration in all these examples, but they signal extended duration rather
All tl,ese examples arc taken from Van Rooy (2006), who in lure look them from tl,e Tswana Learner
English corpWt SpeIHng errors not relevant to tbe argwnent have been corrected.
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than temporal immediacy, which is the requirement for the progressive subtype oflhe
imperfective. If viewed in this way, the suggestion that the data show extension of
the progressive is an incorrect analysis. It gives the erroneous impression that BSAE
contains two types of uses of the progressive: standard-like ones, which presumably
share the semantics of Standard English as well, and non-standard ones, which result
from language transler from native languages that do not distinguish progressive from
non-progressive aspect (Makake1a. 2004: 359).

My analysis shows that a single

meaning, which I label the persistitive, unites the ostensibly standard and non
standard uses.

Ilowever, this little illustration raises a much more general and fundamental question:
what kind of thing is a language? An alternative formulation of the same question:
what does it mean for a particular linguistic exprcssions, or form, to be or not to be
part of (a) language? It seems that diffcrent linguists use the tenn language with
different meanings, so our whole debate may be condueted at the wrong level. We
differ about fundamentals, while we debate relatively shallow derivatives in our
articles.

Another introduction
Let me leave BSAE here, and introduce the problem from an entirely different
perspective. In popular music and in poetry, some startling insights into the nature of
language itself emerge.

Language is ollen prescnted as an instrument to get to

something higher, something more permanent. This is evident in the Afrikaans singer
Johannes Kerkorrel's song "Hoe ek voel"? Each stanza begins with a conditional,
with a sequence of verbs that tract the shills in the media through which the speaking
persona tries to convey the messagc.

All poems and lyrics are included in all appendix. All translalions into
edited by Anellc Strydom. Susan CoclZee-Van Rooy. Tom Gouws and
a number of suggestions, corrections and improvements.
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(7)

Stanza I: as ekjou net kon

vertel
laat sien

(ifl could only tell you)
(ifl could only !.\l! you see)

Stanza 2:

laat sien
laat lees

(...!.\l! you see)

Stanza 3:

laat lees
laat hoor

( ... J!;! you read)
( ... J!;! you read)

C.. M you hear)

The message itself is repeated at the end ofeach stanza, you will know how I feel:
(8)

sou jy weet, jy sou weet
as jy tcen die tyd nog vergeet
hoe ek voel, hoe ek voel
oorjou

(you would know, you would know)
(i f you still forget by this time)
(how I feel, how I feel)
(about you)

The conditionals and past tense modals indicate that this is a hypothetical world, in
which the quest to convey the meaning is not brought to completion. Evcn the
meaning itself is only marked metonymically by the expression "hoe ek voel oor jou",
without the content of the feeling made explicit.

Language is an instrument, then, and in Kerkorrel's song, the goal is to communicate
with a loved one. 'Ibe same concern is evident in the oeuvre of the Dutch poet Genit
Achterberg (1905-1962). According to Van der Elst (1988:478), a single theme
dominates the poetry of Achterberg: a movement back in time to what had been
before, the attempt to find the past, often in the shape of a dead loved one, a central
female figure. 'Ibis is expressed through the continuous attempt to communicate with
the loved one, to resuscitate her through language. 3

In the poem "Majesteit", the stl1lctures oflanguage are presented as objects in a space,
which can provide cover to the loved one. At the same time, the sense
elusive, just like in "Hoe ek vocl", can be detected, particularly in the last fcw lines.
In thc last line, the attempt to recreate the loved one breaks down, and the speaking
persona realises that he must start anew.

, Van der £lsi (1988:479) points out that it is not fuirto simplistically
lover whom he shot in a fit ofr"ge and insanity in 1937, as this
prior the event already

the iostluvcd one with •

been present in his work

The sense of the c1usive is equally prominent in the poem Diaspora. The trigger lor
the collapse of language in "Majesteit" is the idea of the unspeakable

onzegbare,

and in "Diaspora" it is the unmentionable - onnoembaarheid. Yet, in spite of the
failure oflanguagc, the speaking persona does not give up on it. He continues:
(9)

cen prevclen, niet te verstaan,
L.al cenmaal samenvallcn
met onze kennismaking
diep in de taal.

(a muttering, not to be understood,)
(will once coincide)
(with our acquaintanceship)
(deep in language.)

In spite ofits inadequacy, language becomes the space in which the speaking persona
can renew his acquaintanceship, can resuscitate the loved onc. lllis is the condition
lor the final stanza, in which the speaking persona recreates the body of the loved one
by calling forth her molecules from his body, bringing them together from their
Diaspora. Thus, a second perspective on language manifests itself language is not
just the instrument in the poetic mind through which elusive meanings are explored,
but also a space that supersedes the individual, encapsulating himlher.

Extract (9) was used as motto for a volume of poetry by Torn Gouws in 1990, entitled
Dia~pora.

The second section of the volume has two poems about the poetic art,

using a mushroom as central image. The first of the two poems, "naglied van die
sanlpioen", has the mushroom

a~

speaking persona, ostensibly addressing the picker,

but powerful images of elusive meaning evoke the idea of the art of the poetic itself
Eventually, it is a poem that emerges from underneath the ground like a mushroom, in
a process of birth that is loaded with imagery of the erotic and the Freudian
unconscious. Where in the first line, the picker, the poet, is cautioned to be gentle
with the wet of the dreanl, it collapses to the somiet van die niet, a body part of the
nothingness, in the fmal line. Thc product, the poem, is rei lied in the mushroom,
while the mind of the poet is presented as the soil in which the poem ha, grown.

The second poem is the "nagJied van die sampioenplukker". After a night's hard
work, picking mushrooms, the focalising persona realizes that he is doomed to remain
trapped in a forest, looking for fungi, mushrooms, poems. This entrapment is in
language, which is a space encapsulating the persona, just like the language in
Achterberg's "Diaspora".

More so, just like in Achterberg's poetry, the ultimate
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poetic work remains elusive, can disappear and leave the seeker verdwaas, baffled,
with only the traces, the skimmelskrif, on his fmgers. Language dearly functions in
the second meaning, the space that supersedes the individual, in these two poems, it is
an entity that exists in its own right, even though it remains an elusive space.

While there is still an erotic undertone in Gouws' poems, my final example takes the
same view on language and the elusiveness behind it, but without any obvious erotic
undertone. The example is a song that I regard

a~

the signature piece of Afrikaans

music, Koos Ou Plessis, "Kinders van die Wind", if I discard the work of artists
whose lyrics contain such instances of baby-speak as oe-ah-ah, skarumba, or contain
the word "baby".

Kinders van die Wind is about an old, partially forgotten song. The broad meaning of

the song is recalled, it deals with the weal and woe offife:

(10)

van lewenswel en -wee
van lank vergane skcp in
die keldcrs van die see

(oflife's weal and woe;)
(oflong wrecked ships in)
(the cellars of the sea.)

People are sketched as aimless wanderers and seekers who fail to get what they want.
Eventually, they are all just children of the wind:

( II )

Swerwers sonder rigling;
soekers wat nooit vind ...
En eindelik was a1mal maar
net kinders van die wind.

(Wanderers without direction;)
(seekers that never find ... )
(And in the end all of them were just)
(children ofthe wind.)

Yet, while these broad outlines are known, the language itself eludes the speaking
persona. The words are forgotten, the laces, dreams, and even names have been
blown away by the wind:

(I2)

Gesigte, drome, name,
is deur die wind verwaai;
en waarhecn aJ die woorde is,
sou net' n kind kon raai.

(Faces, dreams, names,)
(were scattered by the wind;)
(and whence all the words were,)
(only a child could guess.)

6

In a sense, people and the language are equally transeient: both arc subjected to the
wind.

Crucially, language is an entity that exists in its own right, a tender and

unstable one, but so are

'Ibe nature of the existence attributed to language is

not less permanent or independent than the nature of the existence of humans. This
was equally evident in the two poems by Gouws, dealing with the mushroom and the
mushroom picker in quite similar terms.

What is the point that all these poems and songs make about language? Pocts and
songwriters all seek some ultimate meaning to be conveyed by some ultimate work of

art, which will in all probability elude them. Language is their instrument, it provides
them with tools to approach this ultimate meaning.

However, language ean also

become a forest, a spaee within which one gets lost, or within which one finds a loved
on. Language ean be a prison or a place of freedom and redemption. Whatever one
wants to claim about language, it exists not merely as instrument for the expression of
thought or the creation of art. It is also a secret place with its own tn:asures, and
while elusive, a place whose exploration can bring its own intrinsic reward~.

In some forms of Modernism, language is seen as an end in itself, its own meaning.
The Flemish poet Paul van Ostaijen claimed, for instance:
Het gedicht heeft geen subject, het is zelve subjecl. 1 (1964: 175),

and also

Poezie is niel: gedachte, geesl, fraaie zinnen, is noch doctoraal, noch dada.
Zij is ee11Vouriip een in het metajj;sische geankerd spel mel woorden:\

(1964: 19)

4

The poem has no

l

Poetry is not:

It is simple a

metaphysically
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Thesis statement
If I now move across to the business end of this lecture, I want to explore the central
thesis that language has a dual existence. Language is on the one hand an instrument
in the mind of each individual, which is there after the individual has acquired it. nlis
internal language may be quite different from one individual to the next, but in order
to be useful as instrument, it requires sufficient degrces of overlap with the
internalised representation of other individuals for them to form a speech community.
However, language is also a supra-individual entity that exists in a communal space,
the product of cultural evolution that shapes and regulates the individualised
languages of all the members of the various speech communities.

It serves as

principal source of correspondence between the various individual languages in the
minds ofspeakers.

My presentation is structured in various cycles, tracing the internalJindividuai and
external/social manifestations of language in the work of key linguists, mainly
Saussure, Chomsky and Langacker, who do not admit this distinction, then in more
poetry, in Derrida, in Popper and eventually in the work oflinguists who do admit this
distinction. I will summarise my view in the final section of my presentation and
apply the synthesis in a partial reading of one more poem.

The movement from external to internal as object of linguistic
inquiry
The founding text of modern Linguistics, the Cours de Linguistique GemJrale,

wa~

compiled in 1916 from the course notes of the Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure
by three of his students.

Saussure's dichotomy of langue and parole, usually

translated as language and speech, is relatively well known.

Less well-know is that he actually starts one step further back, by mvoiang a pre
theoretical notion of language that he tenns langage. He points out that langage
always has two facets to it, incorporating an individual and a social side, which cannot
be thought of independently of each other (1966:6).

From there, he proceeds to
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identify the social aspect, termed langue, as the true object oflinguistic inquiry, which
he defines as the norm, the origin Derrida would say, of the complex mass of facts
that manifests langage (1966:1). He continues to outline thc fundamental differences
between the constant social structure, langue, and the variable individual concept of
parole. Langue exists as a set of social conventions that links acoustic images to
concepts, and exists beyond the variability ofparole. He regards langue as a kind of
depot of the signs, the

associations (Saussure, 1966: 10-11).

Saussure favours the external, social notion as principal object of inquiry. However,
in two major current parddigms, thc generative and usage-based approaches to
language, the privilege of the external is rejected for the primacy of the individual
mental representation oflanguage as proper objcct of inquiry.

Chomsky (1986) distinguishes betwcen two approaches to language, which he terms
External and Internal language respectively. These are abbreviatcd to E-Ianguage and
I-language respectively, and while I do not agrce with all the details of Chomsky'S
contrast, I will use these two terms arc convenient
presentation.

shorthand~

for the rest of my

They are more neutral in formulation than Saussure's langue and

parole, and my argument today is that we should recognise two entities, perhaps like

langue and compdence as the two fundamental, complementary, ways in which
language exists simultaneously.

In Syntactic Structures, his first hook publishcd in 1951, Chomsky proposes a theory
that can account for the rei ationships between different scntcnce types that are
intuitively related. In its original formulation, Chomsky'S theory of transformational
grammar is not much different from Saussure's notion of langue as a system of
correspondences that enable linguistic communication to take place. Chomsky'S
crucial innovation is to postulate two levels of reprcsentation fur linguistic structure: a
deep structure that generates the most basic, general and unmarked sentence types,
and a surface structure that resembles the actual sentences of language. Mediating
these two levels are the transformation rules, which capture the relationship between
the various derived strnctures and the smaller set of underlying structures from whieh
they derive. Lct me exempli fy. Sentence (13) is a surface structure that is derived
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through a transformation rule from two sentences in the deep structure underlying it,
represented as (14), with a slightly more condensed version of the same in (14'):

(13)

Heme demands to feed himselJ:

( 14)

Heme demands SOMETHING; SOMETH ING~[Heme feeds himselt]

(14')

Herrie demands [Herrie feeds himself]

The foundational intuition here is that we know in sentence (13) 'Herrie' is tlle subject
of the verb 'demands' and of the infinitive vcrb 'feed'. This is captured by deriving
sentence (13) trom an underlying structure that has 'Heme' as subject of both verbs.
A transiormation rule typically deletes the redundant subject 'Herrie' in the ernbedded
clause, and another rule converts the finite singular verb' feeds' into the infinitive 'to
feed'. 'Ibere was no implication that this account was specifically an internalised,
mentalist account. Chomsky states his aim as to "gain a deeper understanding of the
linguistic data" (1957:5), which is nothing but a focus on what he later called E
language.

It appears as if the first published accuunt of the locus on an internalised linguistic
representation was in Chomsky'S (1959) influential review of SkimIer's Verbal
Behavior.

After arguing forcefully against the behaviourist aceount of language

acquiSition in Skinner's book as being incapable of accounting for the observable
properties oflanguagc, Chomsky makes the crucial jump to attribute the properties of
a theory of grarrunar to the mind of humans. He regards the theory oflanguage itself
as a very explicit system for determining the properties of sentences of a language 6
The extension of this view of grammar is formulated thus:

It is not easy to accept the view that a child is

of constructing an

extremely complex mechanism for generating a set of sentences, some of
which he has heard, or that an adult can instantaneously determine whether
6 "It is reasonable to regard the
ofa language I. ideally as a mechanism that provides an
in something like the way in which a deductive
enumeration of the sentences
enumeration of a sct of theorems.. Furthermore, the theory oflanL'Uane can be
the «)fInal properties of such grammars, and. with
detemlining. from
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(and if so, how) a particular item is generated by this mechanism, which has
many ofthc properties of an abstract deductivc theory. Yet, this appears to be
a fair description ofthe performance of the speaker, listener and learncr ...

Thc fact that all normal children acquire essentially comparable grammars of
great complcxity with remarkable rapidity suggests that human beings are
somehow specifically designed to do this, with data-handling or 'hypothesis
formulating' ability of unknown character and complexity.
1959:57).

Six years later, in Aspects of the Theory of Syntax, Chomsky (1965: 33, 58), is quite
explicit about his view that a linguist eonstructs an abstract theory oflanguage, based
on the assumption of certain innate abilities, and, in an exact parallel, the child
learning a language constructs a grammar of the same kind, by fitting the properties of
the data into a largely pre-wired structure in the mindJ Apart from the attribution of
the contents of a linguistic theory to the mind of individual human beings, Chomsky's
argument is based on one other very essential premise: Language is a structure of
extreme complexity.s TIlis premise underpins one of the most important arbruments
that has developed in subsequent years to defend Chomsky'S view of language
acquisition, the so-called poverty 0 f the stimulus argument. 'The argument entails that
the naturallanguagc to which a child is exposed while growing up, is not rich enough
to enable the child to acquire a grammar ofthe complexity that generativists as~Tibe to
this gmmmar, or, rephrascd in its most general formulation, Chomsky (1986:xxvii)
claims that generative grammar provides an answer to what he calls Plato's problem,
which is "10 explain how we know so much, given that the evidence available to us is
so sparse."
"This account of language learning can, obviously, be paraphrased directly as a
the linguist wbose work is guided by a linguist theory meeting conditions (i) to (v)
he constructs for a language on the basis of given primary linguistic data."

1

"It seems plain that language acquisition is based on a child's discovery ofwbat from a formal point
of view is a deep and abstract theory - a generative gmmmar ufltis language many ofUle concepts
and principles of which are only remotely related to experiencc by long and intricate chains of
unconscious quasi-inferential steps. A consideration of the character of the gmmmar that is acquired,
the degenerate quality and narrowly limited extent ofavail.ble data, the striking uniformity oflbe

resulting grammars and their independence ofintelligence. motivation, and emotional state, over wide
ranges of van at ion, leave little hope that mucb oftbe structure of language can he learned by an
organism initially uninformed as to its general character." (Chomsky, 1965:58)
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Much of the details of the theory have changed, but these changes mainly concern the
contents of the Universal Grammar. What has not changed since 1965, is the focus on
I-language. In fact, in recent publications, Chomsky (2000, 2002) noints out that the
common-sense, social notion oflanguage, in an expression like

(15)

Chinese is the language of Beijing and Hong Kong, but not Melbourne.
(Chomsky, 2000: 130)

is not an exact term, and does not refer to anything that exists in the scientific sense of
the word. While Saussure was also confronted with the same problem, his solution
was actually a little more subtle than Chomsky's. Saussurc equated the common
sense view

0f

language with langage, and distinguished

it~

social and individual

aspects. Chomsky does not distinguish lanj,,'1.u? from langage. He explicitly denies any
real-world denotation for the word "language" in the sense of langue, thereby
dismissing the external

a~

the basis on which to construct a thcory of language, and

argues for the idealisation toward~ the internalised structure in the mind of individual
speakers (e.g., Chomsky, 2000:48-50).

Let us now return to the l-languagelE-language opposition, and look at Chomsky's
definitions thereof Internal language (I-language) is a property of the mind of the
speaker (1986:22). This is tile proper object of inquiry for the linguist, according to
Chomsky. The Chomskyan approach to language is an attempt to determine the
properties of the Universal Grammar, which Chomsky (1986:23) regards

a~

the

specifications of possible human languages, that exist because they have their origin
in the unique biological endowment that enables humans to acquire language 9

In

earlier writings, Chomsky (1965) called this the Language Acquisition Device.

Externalised language (E-Ianguage) is dclined as a focus on what is independent of
the properties of the mindlbrain. Chomsky (1986) remarks that a study focussing on
E-Ianguage conceptualises grammar as a derivative notion.

He regards such

approaches, including structuralist approaches such as Bloomfield and Saussure, as
inadequate theories that cannot mcet his requirement of explanatory

"U"4Ui:t\.:y.

'lbeir

9 HUG now is construed as the theory ofhwnan I-languages, a system of conditIons deriving from the
human biological endowment that identifies the I·languages that are humanly accessible under nonnal
conditions". (Chomsky, 1986:23)
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focus on systematic or probabilistic properties ofJanguage still leaves the analyst free
to select any grammar, as long as the descriptions are consistent with the observed
facts ofthe language under investigation (1986:20).10

Chomsky's view of how language acquisition is rooted in specific mechanisms
contrasts very sharply with the view adopted by the coguitive and functional linguists
that arc often group together under the umbrella of usage-based theorists. Langaekcr
(200():2) argues that his analysis of language acquisition is based on general
psychological characteristics

a~

far as possible, with innate structures only to be

posited as a la~t resort.ll However, generative and usage-based approaches share the
focus on I-Ianguagc as the principal object of investigation. Lallgackcr (2008:2 I 5)
takes a very similar view about the existence of language than Chomsky, when he
declares:

Actually, there is no such thing as "a language", al least as this tcnn is
commonly understood, both by linguists and by ordinary people.

Langacker (2008:216) identifies the activity of people talking as the ultimate starting
point for a study of language. Such talking is a coguitive activity, where various
kinds of neural activity are integrated in a dynamic process. This much corresponds
very closely to Chomsky's recent views (2002). According to Langacker (2008:216),
however, the activity of talking is also sociocultural in nature, where interaction and
acquisition take place in a social and cultural context. At this point, he departs from
Chomsky, because he assigns a much greater role to external language in triggering
the various activities associated with talking.

10 To Wlderstand Chomsky's scepticism ofan E-Ianguage approach, one has to interpret hi, dismissive
comments in temlS of his view of the role oflinguistic theory. In AspeCls ofthe Theory ofSyntax
(1965) he spells out that a linguistic theory should guide the Iingoist in selecting, among a set of
possible gmmmars that are compatible with the faclll oflingoistic description, those ones or that one
that gives deeper insight into the nature nftllllianguage faculty of which the actuallangoage data are

I do however subscribe to the general strategy in cognitive and functional Iinl,>uistics of deriving
language structure insofar as possible from the more general psychological capacity (e.g. perception,
memory, categorization) positing in-hom language-specific structures only as a IlL't resort. I anticipate,
moreover, that any such structures would constitute specialized adap~,tions of more general abilities,
and thus be continuous with them rather than separate and sui gener;s. (Langacker. 2000:2)
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Chomsky (2002) is extremely dismissive of specific facts of language use: "it ollen
makes good sense to disregard phenomena and search for principles that really seem
to givc deep insight into why some of them are that way" (2002:99).

In their

introduction to Chomsky's On Nature and Language, Belletti and Rizzi (2002:S-6)
reiterate the poverty-of-the-stimulus argument, in terms of which the implicit
knowledge of language, the grammatical knowledge of a child, is regarded as much
richer than the data to which the child is exposed.

Moreover, while there are

conceivably mUltiple generdlizations that are consistent with various kinds of data,
speakers converge on very specific ones, which they postulate can only be accounted
for if the rich innate endowment of Universal Grammar is assumed.

It seems, thCIl, that whatever the difierenees between the generative and usagc-based
paradigms, they share at

lca~t

one fundamental axiom: that the internalised

representation of language is the fundamental object of linguistic inquiry.
corollary, both camps regard external language as epiphenomenal.

As a

This clearly

conflicts with thc central thesis of my lecture, which is that language exists
simultaneously as external and a, internal structure. What is the basis for my view,
then? How can I defend a position that is clearly at odds with the two foremost
linguist paradigms of our time?

Retracing the steps: different I-language concepts
The starting point for my argument against the rejection of an externalised entity
ealled language, or E-language in Chomsky's terms, is the radically different view of
I-language that is adopted by the two camps. Essentially, the generative perspective
examines language data of various sorts, and finds that the data display enormous
complexity. From there, they jump to the postulation of very complex I-language
mechanisms as only possible way to account for the complexity oflanguage. Thus,
the generativist looks at E-Ianguage, and postulates that I-language must be
edremely complex because E-Ianguage is.

The usage-based argument proeeeds in exactly the opposite way. They start by
claiming that language is supported by general psychological processing mechanisms
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that also function in other cognitive domains.

GivCll the general nature of these

mechanisms, which are the infrastructure on which I-language is built, they conclude
that language structure is constrained by these mechanisms. Thus, the usage-based
theorist looks at the foundations on which I-language is built, and postulates that
E-Ianguage must be of equally generalised nature.

A (''TUcial issue in understanding how the two paradigms differ is their views on
complexity and grammatical constructions.

Usage-based theorists, like the

generativists, are happy to acknowlcdge the complexity of linguistic structure, but its
ba~is

is diflerenL Complexity, for Langacker (2000:4), arises whcn more than one

component structures are integrated into composite structures. Langacker (2000:5)
conceptualises linguistic structure a~ va'it networks ofstructures, of various degrees of
abstraction, that emerge from the repeated application of the general cognitive
processes:

I havc been trying to demonstrate that all facets of linguistic structure can be
reasonabl y described in these terms.

In this process, the facts of E-Ianguage are essential.

This is illustrated very

succinctly by Bybee's (2006) argument that grammar arises through inductive
generalisation from our experiencc with language. Aligning herself with Hopper's
idea of emergent grammar, Bybee argues that structure does not exist a priori:
"apparent strueture emerges from the repetition of many local events" (Bybee,
2006:714). She offers a very interesting example about the origin of the BE GOrNG
TO construction in English, drawing on data from Shakespeare. There wa'i a mid to
late 16th century construction expressing intention, and later futurity, that was formed
with the progressive form of different verbs. It occurs with the verbs 'journeying' and
'sending' in the following examples:

(16)

Don Alphonso
With other gentlemen of good esteem,
Are journeying to salute the emperor (Two gentlemen of Verona, 1.3)

(17)

I was sending to use Lord Timon myself (Timons ofAthens, 11.2)
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Bybee points out, however, that these are the only instances of verbs other than GO in
this constrm.;tion in the complete works of Shakespeare, whereas six instances of the
construction with 'be going to' are attested.

Consequently, she argues,

grammaticalisation had taken place, and the construction with BE GOING TO wa~
born, gradually, through entrenehment in response to the high frequency of the
general construction in conjunction with the one specific lexical item.

Memory

storage of lexically specific content is a precondition for the emergence of such a
construction. Framed as the mirror image of Chomsky's view, Bybee argues that the
stimulus is not nearly so impoverished. To the contrary, it is not only sufficient for
language to be acquircd, but also necessary for the process of structuring. Yet, keep
in mind that Bybee (2006) does not attribute the structure itself to the stimulus, but to
the mind operating on the stimulus.

Chomsky (2002:94) himself takes an extreme opposite view of constructions. Not
only is language in the common-scnse understanding of the term an epiphenomenon,
but even grammatical constructions are. They are an artefact of the interaction of the
very deep principles of universal grammar in the mind of the speaker, and equally
non-real as the social COllStruct of language. More precisely, Chomsky (2002:95)
regards grammatical constructions as a "taxollomic artefact" that arises from the
interaction of various general principles.
same way

a~

Their existence is recognised only in the

the idea of a terrestrial mammal is a descriptive category, but not a

biological one.

This brings us to the point where I can try to separate the external and the internal
aspects of language as both being essential for the understanding of language, and
both being essential even to the generative and usage-based approaches that appear to
dismiss the external

a~pcct.

Quite unexpectedly, the point on which both camps agree

is this: Constructions in the usual sense of the word don't exist in the mind of the
speakers.

To Chomsky, they are descriptive generalisations about the linguistic forms that
emerge from the interaetion of prineiples. As noted above, he is quite explicit in
dismissing the ontological status of grammatical constructions. However, Chomsky
has always maintained distance between his theorizing and the messy world of

psycholinguislic processing. Pinker (1994:52) notes jokingly that Chomsky would
not know Jabba the Hull !i'om the Cookie Monstcr - two well-known props used in
psycholinguistie expcriments with children.

Whcn Pinker (I 994 : 196-197), the

psycholinguist, gets down to business, he has to make a signi fieant concession in
adopting thc gcnerative perspectivc as model of language. Hc distinguishes between
a parser, whieh is an actual psyeholinguistic model of thc activity taking place in our
mind" and grammar, which is cut to size by the following characterisation:

Grammar itself is a mcre codc or protocol, a static database specifYing what
kind, of sounds correspond to what kinds of meanings in a particular
language.

It is not a recipe or program for speaking and understanding.

(Pinker, 1994: 197)

Thcre we are, then, back at Saussure, where grammar is the code of signifier-signified
correspondences that enables linguistic communication. What is in the individual
mind is a parser, not a grammar. Grammar is rather a shared abstraction in social
space that guides the operations of the mental parser. One of the neatest illustration
that the individual mind does not need to work with the categories that are attributed
to the Universal Grammar comes from an expression my daughter Jonette used quite
often at age lour:

(18)

Pappa moet my oppie (Daddy mLl<;t me up+ DIMINUTIVE)

She uses a preposition in the funetion ofa verb, and add, the diminutive suffix to this
preposilion-tumed-into-verb.

She has access to syntactic and morphological

resources in her mind, and sbe construel, an original utterance, but if certain
categorics arc hard-coded in her mind, then she would not have been able to combine
fcatures beyond the categories for which they would havc been indexed.

But what about the usage-based camp? My claim that they too really need something
outside the mind, perhaps constructions, or evco the Whole of grammar, appears to be
a misreading of thcir position.

However, let us examine a couple of important

qualifications they attribute to constructions, retracing our steps once again. Bybee
maintains that grammatical constructions are exemplar-based in the fIrst instance:
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they arc word patterns committed to memory (2006: 716-718).

Furthermore, she

claims that

... more recent theories are approaching a common ground in which it is
hypothesized that specifie instances of experience give rise to generalizations,
and they can do so without being swallowed up themselves by tbe general
pattern. (Bybee, 2001:7)

These generalisations, which Langacker (2000, 2008) terms schemas, are not
independent entities in the mind. Rather, Langacker (2008:217) makes the following
revealing statement about the relationship between the schemas and their
instantiations:

... rather than being distinct from their instantiations, schemas are best
envisaged as inherent aspects of the processing activity in which they reside.
They arc immanent in their instantiations in much the same way that the
schematic shape of a letter inheres in all the specific shapes the letter assumes
in different fonts.

This can surely be paraphrased

a~

Langacker claiming that the idea of a letter shape

underlies the manifestation of the letter. Likewise, then, we need to concede the
existence oflhe idea of a grammatical construction independently from the actual use
of a construction.

Consider a variant formulation of the

usage-ba~ed

theory of

grammar. What is stored in the mind are cognitive routines, short-cuts of various
sizes and shapes, from speciJic words (signs in Saussure's terms), to generalizations
of various degrees of specificity, or schcmaticity. These entrench themselves in the
mind through repeated exposure, and are stored in circuits of neurdl networks, with
increased use leading to further entrenchment, neurologically manifested as stronger
synaptic links between neurons in circuits.

Langacker (2008:217) points out that the individual mental grammars are not identical
from one individual to the next, although they share a family resemblance, and nced
to be similar enough for communication to take place. He then makes a very subtle
point about the nature of languages.

He denies the ultimate validity of the
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metapborical conception of grammar or language as some container holding discrete
and separate objects, noting that only by abstracting away from the individual
dilferences and imposing artificial boundaries ean languages or dialects he
identiticd in the world out there. However, he maintains the view that language is
obviously both cognitive and sociocultural in nature (2008:218).12

This much corrcsponds to Pinker's postulation of the parser as something separate
from the grammar. Langacker (2008:218) then points out that thcse representations

do not develop in isolation, but

a~

product of social interaction in a cultural context,

where convergence with other individuals in the speech community is essential, He
maintains thatthc idea of a language is just a process of idealization and reification,
which membcrs of speech communities are prone to do on account of the
commonalities overshadowing the differences hetwecn their individual talk,

Langacker (2008) stops short of postulating any ontological status for the communal
construct language. He concedes that languages are structured and patterned, but
emphasizes that these patterns and structures are intrinsically variable and dynamic.
They are emergent in the mind, and are not structured by an external language.
Nevertheless, they achieve a degree of conventionality through continued used in the
speech community: "The regularities that we reif)' and collectively refer to as "a
language" consists of conventional linguistic units," (20()8:218)

My thesis is that this reified concept Langaeker refers to is the same as Saussure's
idea of langue and Pinker's refined notion of grammar as the code that enables
language in the mind Where I differ from Langacker and Chomsky, and align myself
with SaussufC, is in recognising the external conventions as an entity that exists in

own right.

12 tt is pointless to ask whether language is cognitive or sociocultural in nature, fur It is obviously both.
A linguistic system comprises a vast array ofskills employed in talking. lJltimalely, those skills reside
in recurrent patterns of neural and neurally guided processing activity. (Langacker,2008:218)
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Reviving the external language
Before I elaborate on the kind of external structure I want to recognise, and how it
differs from the intemal representation oflanguage, let me demonstrale the necessity
of such a structure with some more poetry, this time from the poet Susan did her M.A.
dissertation on, RE. Cummings.

To help you get into Cummings, for he is a little difficult, let us take an ostensibly
crazy poem to crack the code, before we get to the trickier example that I need to
support my argument:

J(a

Ie
af
fa
II
s)
one

J
iness
This is quite an easy poem if you know what Cummings does: he uses the linguistic
code

a~

extra resource to create meaning, and one needs to use this code in

deciphering the poem. This poem contains two utterances:

(I9a) "loneliness"
(19b) "a leaffaJls"

The layout of the leiters on the page is iconic for the falling of the leaf, while some of
the line breaks also create word parts such as "one", "i-ness" and single letters "I", all
signs that resonate with meanings of loneliness. Another trope that is typical of
Cummings' style is to blend fragments of different expressions into each other. In
this case, the emotion of loneliness encapsulates the metaphor for it, in an attempt to
break with the linearity and sequential constraints imposed by language.
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To get a grip on Cummings' style, we need to consider Roman Jakohson's view of the
poetic function oflanguage. Jakohson, who worked in a tradition very closely aJigned
th

with SaussUIC and the Russian FormaJist School of the early 20 century, defined the
poetic function as the projection of equivaJence from the axis of selection onto the
axis of combination (1960:27).

To understand this statement, one has to invoke

another dichotomy Saussurc proposed, betwccn the syntagmatic and paradigmatic

lJ

axes. NormaJly, when we select words, we choose from a range, a paradigm, of
aJternative expressions, which are broadly equivaJcnt For instance, there are near
synonyms of "Ioncliness", such as aJonencss, solitude, seclusion, or isolation, which
Cummings could have chosen, but he selected "loneliness" Jakobson's

is that

in poetic languagc, the working of equivaJence is cxtcndcd to the axis of comhination,
to impose equivaJence on the linguistic clements that occur in praesentia,
sequentiaJly, in Ihe tcxt. This is exactly what Cummings does in his poem: he creates
equivalence between Ihe two linguistic elements - "loneliness" and "a leave faJls",
and even more so, between

fragment~

ofthesc words and the idea of loneliness.

Wilh this in mind, let us look at a next Cummings' poem, "quick Ilhe dcalh of thing".
If one rcad~ the poem, it is aJmost as confusing as the loneliness pocm:
quick I the dcath of thing
glimpsed (and on every side
swoop mountains flimsying
become if who'd)
mc under a opcns
(of petaJs ofsilence)
hole bigger Ihan
never to havc been
what above did was
aJways faJl
(yes but behind yes)
wilhout or until
no atom couldn't die
(how and am quick i
they'll aJl not conceive
less who Ihan love)

IJ

The tenn "paradigmatic" is actually due to Jakobson himself. Saussure originally used the label

"associative",
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Let me decode it as a linguist, without saying too much about all the other layers of
poetic meaning and artistic technique. The poem contains text in brackets, which
forms one expression scrambled across the four stanzas. If we just focus on the text
outside the brackets first, we get the following:

(20a) quick I the death of thing
glimpsed 0
me under a opens

o

hole bigger than
never to have been
what above did was
always fall

o

without Of until

no atom couldn't die

o

Rearranged, these lines can be read as follows:
(20b) Quick(ly) I glimpsed the thing of death
under me opens a hole bigger than (n)ever to have been
what was above did always fall without
or until no atom could(n't) die
The wording between the brackets can be reshuffied a~ follows:
(20c) Yes but behind
And on every side
of
mountains flimsying
petals ofsilence
swoop if who'd become

yes
In Cummings' work, the word "yes" is often used as general expression of affirmation
and life, in contrast with the idea of death in stanza I. "Who" is often used to refer to
God.
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I want to draw your attention to a few syntactic innovations in the poem. The most
striking example of deviant syntax is in stanza two. It starts with a reversal of the
word order in the preposition phrase "under me". Next, the verb "opens" is inserted
into the noun phrase "a whole", to represent the open gap in the noun phrase with the
intruding verb. In both instances, the word order serves to make the spatial image
visible, a process called iconicity, where form imitates meaning.

The next deviation of note is in stanza three, where the syntax is changed ITom "what
was above did always fall without", to get the adverb "above" immediately on top of
the verb "fall"

another exanlple of iconicity. Furthermore, by disrupting the order

and placement of the verbs, the scramblt:d sense of simultaneous events, an attempt is
made at a more dynamic, non-sequential prescntation of thc events. Finally, the word
"without" (which is used in an archaic literary meaning of outside, external) is
separated from the rest of the clause by an intervening parenthesis.

In all three

instances, the word order projects equivalence from fonn onto meaning.

So what is the point, you may want to ask. The point is simply this: there is a code
thaI I use to make sense of Cummings, a code about conventions of word order.
Cummings clearly feels that this code, particularly its linear dimension, imposes
constraints on his ability to communicate particular meanings.

lie therefore

transgresses the code, and adds additional layers of meaning, while evoking the most
basic, reconstructed meaning all the same.

But clearly, his very project is only

possible if the existence of the basic code is assumed. Jakobson (1960:21) gives us a
linguistic definition of this basic code:

... for any speceh community, lor any speaker, there exists a unity of
language, but this over-all code represents a system of interconnected
subcodes; every language encompasses several concurrcnt patterns, each
characterised by different functiollS.

Cummings' transgrcssions form another code, whose existence one must take for
granted as well, otherwise it is quite impossible to make any sense of the poem. We
really need to go back to the view oflanguage as a space in which one gets lost in an
attempt, probably doomed, to get to some ultimate meaning. So, at the beginning of
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my argument, I used poetic metaphors to show you the dual nature oflanguage, which
we can also frame as inside the individual and outside the individual. Now, it must
be equally apparent that the reading of poetry requires the external code to be
acknowledged.

The external code of the poet also lurks behind the surface ofthe argument of Pinker,
ifnot Chomsky, as well

a~

Langaeker,

a~

my interpretation has shown. However, my

idea is not entirely original; it actually shares a lot with Jacques Dcrrida's
deconstructive reading of Saussure's Cours de Linguistique Generate, presented in
the first part of Of Grammat%gy (1973). Allow me to attempt the impossible, by
offering a succinct rendition of part of Derrida' s argument

As is typical, Derrida's reading does not invoke an independent set of terms for the
interrogation of Saussure's text

Rather he uses the terminology available in the

source text I mentioned a couple of times that Saussure's system

rest~

on a number

of contrasts. Derrida condenses them to an underlying opposition between inside and
outside. The inside is characterised by speech, and its ability to make visible the
signified, almost to the point that language becomes invisible, and the meaning
directly accessible. 1ne outside is the institutionalised, the absence of the authentic
voicc of speech, for instanee writing as the outside of speaking.

Derrida then turns the opposition on its head, by noticing how the self-presence ofthe
signified in speech is premised on the precondition of what he terms archi-writing, thc
foundational idea of thc diflcrcncc between signiliers.

This points us to the

unnaturalness of representation, the impossibility of making the significd

it~elf

present: only the signifiers of language can ever be present in speech (Derrida,
1973:41-43). He notes that he uses writing is a metaphor for the impossibility of an

original language that gave unmediated access to the

meaning.~

(1973:56). What is

behind language is a mythical foundational movement of difJerance, a neologism that
evokes the meanings of"differ" and "defer" simultaneously (1973:60).

Derrida's criticism of Saussure is that Saussure is naIve in believing in a pure,
psychological process of

gra~ping

the original meaning by suppressing the

intermediary effect ofJanguage. 'Ibis criticism can be levelled in much thc same way
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at Chomsky ami Langackcr's denial of the existence of language as a
conventionalised code, founded on the idea of differences between signifiers.

So, there you have it. The social code, perhaps grammar itsel f, lurks beneath thc
surface of Langacker and Chomsky's writing. Pocts have never doubted its existence,
it is more obvious to some of them than meaning iL'lCI[

Even Oerrida's

deconstruction 0 f Saussure emphasises the need not to overlook the grammar code
that regulates the system ofsignifiers.

Wbat is tbis external thing then?
Two final puzzles remain to be solved.

1 take for granted the existence of an

externalised language code. However, my case will be more persuasive if I have a
clearer sense of the kind of existence 1 wish to grant to the external language and if I
have a sense of the relationship between the external and internal manifestations of
language.

The key to the solution of both these problems can be found in the philosopher Karl
Popper's pluralist ontology. Similar to Derrida, one can hardly summarise Popper's
key

idea~

in a couple of minutes, but I will spend a Iitlle time to take you through his

account of the nature of the three worlds, and the kind of ontological status he
ascribes to the third world. lie formulates the basie distinction between the three
worlds as follows:

.. without taking IIle words 'world' or 'universe' too seriously, we may
distinguish the lallowing three worlds or universes: first, the world of physical
objects or of physical states; secondly, the world of states of consciousness, or
mental states, or perhaps behavioural dispositions to act; and ihirdly, the world
of objective contems of thoughts, especially of scientific and poetic thoughts
and of works of art. (1979: 106, emphasis in the original)

'!his proposal must be understood against ihe ba~ic dualist scheme of body and mind.
Popper notes a strong current alongside dualist interpretations of the world to
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postulate the existence ofa third world (1979:153). He distinguishes two approaches
to the idea of a third world: Platonisl~, who attribute superhuman, divine and eternal
qualities to the third world, and opponent~ who argue that because language and
everything it represents are man-made, the assumed eonk'llts of the third-world should
really be attributed to the first and/or second world~ only. A strong argument of the
Platonists for the objective reality of the third world is the existence of "etcrnal
vcrities", that is, propositions that are cternally true or false. The opponents argue
that bccause such etcrnal verities are not of our making, they are not real. We only
grasp thcm as linguistic constructions, which rcmain man-made and therefore limited
to a first or second world only (Popper, 1979: 158-159).

Poppcr prcsents his view of the third world

a.~

an alternative to both camps. He

concedes freely that it is man-made, that it originates as produ('1 of human activity,
but at the same time he maintains that we can acecpt

il~

autonomy and reality.

Crucially, the third world transcends its makers, and in that sense it is super-human
(Popper, 1979: 159). Hc uses an analogy to the honey of bees to arguc thatlanguagc is
an unplanned product of human actions. 14

Language is a key dimension of Popper's third world. He points out that the Stoics
wcre the first to realise that language belongs to all three worlds: it is a first-world
entity to the extent that physical actions and symbols can be observed. To the extent
that language repres(''Uts mental states, the process of grasping or understanding, it is a
second-world entity. However, in his view, the content of languagc and the
embodied in it are third-world entities.
propositions and statements

idea.~

lie goes so far to claim that theories,

all lin!,'1Iistic objects

are the most important third

world entities (Poppcr, 1979: 157).
We can understand a lot about the historiography of 20th century linguistics by
examining where linguistic theories have positioned their object of study in terms of
Popper's three worlds. It does not seem entirely un lair to argue that

slructuralist~,

particularly those with a Bchaviourist orientation, tricd to restrict language to the first

14 Not unlike honey, human lan!,'Uage, and thus larger parts of the third world, arc the
product of human actions, whether they may be solutions to biological or to other
1979:159-160)

world only. I am reminded of the old joke about the two behavioural psychologists
who have intercourse (of course, they cannot be "intimate", since that is an invalid
world two concept). Afterwards, the one remarks to the other: "I can see it was good
for you, but was it good for me'!"

>Ine cognitivists are essentially cont-'CfIlcd with the second world, the world of
understanding through language.

In their attempt, through the invocation of the

experientialist or embodiment imperative, they argue very strongly for the structuring
role that lirst-world entities have on the subjective processes of the second world.'5
The view I defend tonight is the world three linguistic code is even more essential in
structuring and constraining the I-languages that individuals create in world two.

Gratifyingly, the third world is not without its linguistic theorists, if not explicitly in
such terms. A relatively uncontroversial example of a third-world in linguisties is
Salikoko Mufwcne's view of language and its evolution. He argues that the
century metaphor for a language was that of an organism, such as a tree.

He

proposes a radical departure, by regarding language as a species, and specifically a
parasitic species, that is dependent on a host species, human beings. The fate of
languages is therefore intimately tied to the actions of people, particularly their
demography and patterns of migration. >Ine gene pool metaphor is transferred to
linguistic features, forming a pool from which separate I-languages emerge similarly
to organisms within a

~llecies

emerging as unique individuals due to unique

combinations of genes (Mufi.vene, 2001: 15-16).

Mufwene's model served as interpretative backdrop for the Origins a/New Zealand
English Project, and the success of that project in accounting for the formation of
New Zealand English must be taken as evidence that this line of thinking is not just
fanciful or wishlul. In a very careful extension of Mufwene's leature pool idea,
TrudgiII (2004) shows how the shape of modem New Zealand English can be
accounted tor in terms of the proportions of dialectal features in the input mix.
those separate individual linguistic features that were proportionally the best
15 The dualism of body and mind is not widely accepted among cognitivi,ts. Lakoff and Johnson
(1999) argue very forcefully against such a dualism, in favour of an embodied mind. However, they
never sllde into the kind of naive materialism that was characteristic of the behaviouralist position of
Skinner or Bloomfield.
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represented among the various dialects in the input mix were the features that
stabilised a~ the features of the ncw species, New Zealand English, that was born over
a period of about 40 years from 1850 to 1890,

Apart from very detailed record~ about the geographical and socio-eeonomic origins
of the Europeans who settled in New Zealand from 1840
historical archive allows

linguist~

onward~,

an amazing

to make this kind of reconstruction, In the years

immediately after the second world war, the New Zealand Broadcasting Cooperation
set up a mobile reroding unit and travelled throughout the country to record people
older than 50, some even in their 90s, These sound recordings were of people bom
between 18S0 and 1900, More Ulan 300 recordings wcre restored and made available
for research during the course of the 1990s, opening a window inlo the origins of New
Zcaland English, What is very clear from Trudgill's analysis is that the process of
dialcct mixture and eventually levelling into a stable fonn was a supra-human
process, taking place beyond the consciousness of speakers,

Reconstructing the

various intcnncdiale stages from the data, he shows how a new dialcet of the English
language emerges

a~

social rather than individual product In Popper's tenns, then,

we deal with a world Uuee product here, rather Ulan a world Iwo product.

Lei me return 10 a problem Ihal confronlcd me in my PhD, which I don't believe I
solved properly there, I have come to think thai Optimality Theory provides a very
inleresting lake on whal the nature of language in world three can be like, What
puzzled me in my PhD was thai I was never able to visualize a theoretically infinite
set of candidate fonns in the mind ofa speaker, never mind a brain, if you'll pardon
the expression, In Optimality, there is an underlying or input representation, of a
similar nature to the idea of a deep structure that I discussed earlier, It departs from
other generative theories by not postulating a sel of derivational procedures that
converts the input representation into an output representation,

Arehangelli and

Langendocn (1997:viii) explain the shift in perspective in tcnns of fishing,
Chomsky school of generativism tries to develop fishing

ncl~

The

that catch all but only

the right kind of fish, Optimality works with a very greedy net that catches any kind
of fish, and then uses a separating device to select only the right kind~ of fish from the
origin!!1 catch. All this made sense to me, except the fish themselves, 'Ibesc fish arc
the candidate set, the potential linguistic output ionns. From this set, only the subset
28

of grammatical forms is selccted. Where are these fish, though, and where do they
come from? In the mentalist tradition of generativism, they were attributed to the
mind.

If I reinterpret generativism, and specifically Optimality, as a theory about objects in
world three, and not world two, a solution presents itself. We take the candidate
forms out of world two, out of the minds of speakers, and situate them in world three,
a supra-individual realm. Recall thai this world exists beyond the individual makers,
the individual speakers, and is essentially a cultural object that grows and develops
over time as a result of the collective activity of all speakers ofthc language.

What I actually need to do, is marry optimality theory and MulWene's feature pool
idea.

The candidate forms, whose origin becomes immaterial, arc accidental or

deliberate creations of actual speakers.

Together, and beyond the grasp .md

consciousness of any individual speaker, they build a pool of possible linguistic
output forms. Through various well-known linguistic processes, some forms stabilise
in a world three space and are given as objects for language acquisition in the minds
of individual speakers in world two.

[have linguistic change in the form of

grammaticalisation, borrowing, style-shifting, and phonological chain-shift in mind
here. Optimality frames their complex interaction as evaluation (=selection) on the
ba~is

of constraint ranking, and Mufwene a~ competition and selection.

Mulwene invokes an evolutionary metaphor for language. Geoffrey Sampson (2005)
extends this kind of thinking in his critical review of the Chomsky and Pinker's idea
that language is acquired on the basis of a richly specified innate devicc. His thesis is
that similarities bctwcen languages, and regularities in the structure of individual
hmguages can be accounted for as the product of long-term evolution, but then of a
cultural rather than biological kind.

Sampson constructs a plausible account for why the hierarchical structure of
language, which led the gencrativists to X-bar thcory, could arise as a neccssary
oulcome of gmdual linguistic development. He docs this by invoking the parable of
Tempus and I-lora, the two watchmakers, originally due to Herbert Simon. Tcmpus
a~sembles

his watches from a thousand parts in one go, while Hora assembles len
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substructures of a 100 parts each. Both produce watches that are equally good, but
Bora is much more successful in his business.

'Inc reason for this is simple:

whenever an interruption takes place, Tempus loses everything, but Hora only the
substructure he works on at that moment.

If they work at the same rate, and are

interrupted equally frequently, then Bora will always outpcrfonn Tempus by a
substantial margin.

Sampson's conclusion, following Simon, is that hierarchical

structure is a necessary feature oflanguage, ifit is a production of unplanned, that is,
non-deliberate, evolution.

Sampson (2005: 150) points out that the development of hierarchical structure in
language may equally possibly be a product of biological evolution,

a~

Pinker claims,

and nOI cultural evolution, as he claims. However, his argument against Pinker is that
the range of variation in human languages is much biggcr than concedcd by the
nativists, and not compatible with biological evolution. Furthennore, he (2005: 159)
draws attt."l1tion to Greenberg's work on statistical universals, which are entirely
compatible with his view of language as cultural product, and simply cannot be
accommodated in an account oflanguage a~ product of biological evolution.

Once we come to accept the existence of the E-Ianguagell-Ianguage contrast in terms
akin to Popper's worlds three and two, then the relationship between is already given
by Popper's ontology. The external shapes and constrains the intemallanguage, and
is in tum developed in small incremental steps by changes in internal languages,
Popper himself is not much more specific about this, but I believe linguistic theory
has already given us more detail here. The idea of fundamental functions oflanguage,
such as the three metafunctions proposed by Halliday (see Halliday & Matthiessen,
2(04) - ideational, interpersonal and textual (with similar formulations from Givon

and Dik) - seem a promising starting place for a bridging theory. Function is not IN
the mind, nor IN the language, but regulates the interaction between people, which is
the intersubjective space in which world~ two and three meet.
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Summary

We have come a long way, and perhaps I lost some of you at some points in my
argument, and failed to convince you at other points. I am sure that I need to flesh out
and refine some of my ideas much more in the foreseeable future. To the extent that
an inaugural lecture anticipates a research programme, such elaboration is the task I
set myself Allow me to olTer a very brief summary of my story about the nature of
language, and one last example, in which I try to apply my

idea~

to another poem.

Apart from the physical existence of the medium of lanl,'llage

sound, gesture or

graphic marks on paper or computer screens· language exists simultaneously

a~

I

language in the mind of each speaker, and as E-Ianguage, an independent code that
transcends individual human consciousness.

'l1lUs, I concur with Popper that

language exists simultaneously in the physical world one, the mental world two and
the abstract world three. Mediating between the external code in world three and the
internal representations oflanguage in world two are the lunctions that languages are
called on to perform. These functions structure human interaction, and shape the
evolution of E-Ianguage. At the same time, these junctions guide the intcrnalisation
of language, and have their basis in subjective human intension. As such, I believe
that functions become part of the entrenched meanings of linguistic units of whatever
size and

Internalised representations of language probably display substantial inter-individual
variation. By contmst, the external language is a regular structure, with much more
gradual changes over longer periods of time. It is deeply hierarchical and contains
intricate constructions that contain in themselves eons of evolution of which
individual speakers need not be aware. Returning to the spatial view of E-Ianguage
that was evident in the poetry of Achterberg and Gouws, you may think of E-language
as an old European city, with buildings in many different architectural styles
representing dil1crent stages of history. All these buildings together form an entity
that allows jhr civilised hrnnan life to take place.
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A short history of nearly every

linguistic theory of the twenticth century is one

in which the usage-ba~ed, cognitive enterprise provides a very useful model of J
language, and despite protestations to the contrary, fonnal theories like gcnerativism
and particularly Optimality actually model E-Ianguage. Functional theories, such as
Systemic Functional Linguistics, get us the closest to proper explanations, to the
extent that there is an awareness that function mediates between fonnal possibilities,
that have their primary existence outside the individual in world three, and subjective
linguistic competence, not nearly as idealised, in world two.

I cannot resist one

la~t

example, a poem called "anekdoodte" from a volume by Jan

Swancpocl entitled By wyse van skrywe, "In a manner of writing", the full text of
which is in the appendix.!(' To decipher this poem, we need to draw on I-language
and E-Ianguage. Language is the medium of reflection, the tool onc uses to prepare
oneself for death, for coming face to face with God, thus working with I-language as
tool. Substantial parts of the poem reflect on language at a meta-level, where prior
text, aspects of our cultural mcmory are consistently activated. Language becomes a
space, much like it
it.

wa~

for Achterberg, that allows such contemplation, than enables

This is exactly what I mean with E-Ianguage as something hcyond the

consciousness of the individual that underlies the possibility of I-language. It may
well be very close to Dcrrida's arch i-writing, that original difference as the possibility
on which language is founded.

I-language, as transient approximation, stands in

contrast to E-Ianguage, perhaps a~ a transcendental space that can be explored.

At the end of the poem, in spite of all the possibilities that arc made available by E
language, a single speaking persona, in one specific scene selects a single
conventionalised and entrenched element from his I-language repertoire, to swear at
death.

However, the poem never allows

liS

to separate the two worlds in which

language exists very neatly. Even the title, an fusion of the Afrikaans word for
anecdote, a piece of language, and death, a meaning, shows how the external, the
system of words is never fully independent of the humans and their subjective
1(, The Afrikaans fonn is
dote" as "-doodte". The nrthographic
adjective "grotc" (hig), derived from "!,'Toot", and the mass noun "grootte" (size). However, tne e!"fuet
is the insert the stem ~<dood'\ which means "death". Thu.~. an additional meaning is evoked, which
eludes (my) translation.
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experience and conceptualisation thereof Thus, while linguistics is well served if the
individual linguistic internalisation and super-human code are kept apart as internal
and external, with acknowledgement of their ditferent intrinsic properties, the two can
never exist without each other.
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Appendix: Lyrics and Poems
Hoe ek mel (Johannes Kerkorrel, 1960_2002)'7

you

as ek jou net kon vertel
as ek jou net kon laat sien
sou ek 'n skilder opdrag gee
om 'n prent vir jou Ie verf
en as hy eindelik klaarrnaak
as hy sy meesterstuk voltooi
sou jy weel, jy sou weet
as jy teen die tyd nog vergeet
hoe ek voel, hoe ek vuel
oor jou

ifl cou!donly tell
if I could only let you see
I would instruct a painler
to paint a picture for you
and if he eventually finishes
if he completes his masterpiece
would you know, you would know
if you still forget by now
how I fccl, how I feel
about you

as ek jou net kon laat sien
as ek jou net kon laat lees
sou ek 'n filxmasjien gaan huur
en gedigte vir jou stuur
en as jy anderkant dit kry
as jy dit uithaal en jy kyk
sou jy weet, jy sou weet
as jy teen die tyd nog vergeet
hoe ek voel, hoe ek voel
oor jou

if [ could only let you sec
if I could only let you read
[ would go and renl a fax machine
and send poems 10 you
and if you get them on Ihe olher side
if you lake them oul and look
would you know, you would know
if you still forget by now
how [ feel, how I feci
about you

as ek jou net kon laatlees
as ekjou net kon iaat hoor
sou ek 'n koor na jou toe sluur
serenade in die laatnaguur
en as jy wakker word een aand
en jou venstcrs staan wyd oop
soujy weet,jy sou weel
as jy teen die Iyd nag vergeet
hoe ek voel, hoc ek voel
oor jou

if I could only let you read
if I could only lei you hear
I would send a choir to you
serenade in the [ate nighl hour
and if you wake up one nighl
and your windows are wide open
would you know, you would know
if you slill forget bv now
how I feel, how I
aboulyou

weet

17 The

you would know
you would know il
you would know it
you would know il

lyrics are taken from the transcript on the booklet accompanying Kerkorrel's CD Blou Aarde,
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Majesteit (Gerrit Achterberg, 1905-1962)
Een lichaam door geen lied te deren,
heen zich ontvouwen in mijn zingen.
Voordat mijn woorden haar bezeren
vlucht zij tussen de zinnen;
vocl ik haar langs het rhythme scheren
en in de rijmen binnendringen,
tot zij de beelden gaat regeren
en naar haar slrenge leden dwingen;
- zij zal mij haar gelaal loekeren,
maar onzegbare herinneringen

-. A body hurt by no song,

I doen
haar in'l C.i.nde nag bezinncn.
Ik moel haar opnieuw formeren.
------

"

--------

has unfolded in my singing.
Refore my words hurt her
she takes flight between the sentences;
I feel her running next 10 the rhythm
and penetrating the rhymes,
until she governs the images
and subjects (them) to her stnct paris;
- she will tum her face to me,
but unspeakable recollections
let her reconsider in the end.
I musl form her anew.

"---

I

.. J

Diaspora (Gem I Achterberg, 1905-1962)

AI zijt gij in onnocmbaameid,

I

glanzende scharen van mijn wil
, zijn uilgegaan om u Ie tell en:
een prevelen, niel Ie verslaan,
zal ecnmaal samenvallen
met onze kennismaking
dicp in de taal.

I
I

Dan treedt lIW lichaam uil mijn som,
wanl aile moleculen
rocp ik weerom
uit hun verstrooiing. Aile.

Even if Ihou were in the unmentionable,
shining multitudes of my will
have gone out 10 counl you:
a mutten ng, not to understand,
i will once comcide
. with our acquaintanceship
deep in language.

I
I

Then your body steps out of my sum,\"
because all molecules
I call again
from their dispersion. All.

I nag/ied van die sampioen (Tom Gouws, born 1961)
(I nocturne of the mushroom)

vai-~ersigtig aan die nat van die droom ··-~CarefllIlY touch the \Vet ofthe dream--
as die voornag swig skeur die stilte
when the early night yields Ihe silence
soos grond saggies na binne en skaam
like earth softly 10 the inside
vou 'n lip oop na buite stoot saggies
. a lip unfolds to the outside gently
from poetic sopor'? and deep sleep
uit digterlike sopor en swaar slaap
soos uil die swymclholte van die gnoom se as from the hollow swoon of a gnome's
hand
'n wonderbare gediS
a poem most wondrous

I

vat versigtig aan die somicl van die niel

carefully touch the somite of nothingness

""som" is translated as "sum, but also evokes the "soma", the body.
19 Latin: the sleep ofdeath, a very deep sleep.
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2 naglied van die sampioenp/ukker (Tom Gouws, born J 96 J)
(2 nocturne of the mushroom picker)

i then
die sckelrug hom seer
die gcboe helms
die oog moeg knip
die stipte soek na waar die stcltoe skuil
weet hy skielik:

when the crescent back painfully
reminds him of the bent helmets
and the eye winks wearily
weary '01' the intent quest spy ing out the
stilted eyes 20
then suddenly he knows:

die woud waar hy gcdoem is am te dwaal
skimmel te gJuip en op te raap
die mandjie met sy pluksel geil oop kan
fuik
sy geplukte butsels van die nanag kan
so vrecmd soos dit verskyn het
verdwaas kan agterbly

in the forest where he is doomed to wander
to skulk and pick up
that the basket with its pickings can trap open
lushly
and his plucked blossoms ofthc prcdawnll
can disappear so strangely as they appeared
that he remains hehind baffled

net skimmelskrifnat aan die vingcrs

with just mildew writing wet on the fingers

Kinders van die Wind (Kons du Plessis, J 945~ 1984)
~~~-----

Ek ken' n au, au neuJlc
van lewenswel en -wee;
van lank vergane skepe in
die kelders van die see.

I know an old, old song
of life's weal and woe;
of long wrecked ships in
the cellars of the sea

Die woorde is vergete
en tog, die deuntjie draal
soos vaag onthoude grepies uit
, n baie au verhaaJ..

The words are forgotten
and still, the tune lingers
like faintly remembered fragments from
a very old story ..

Van swerwers sonder rigting;
van soekers wat nooit vind ..
en eindelik was alma! maar
kinders van die wind.

About wanderers without direction
about seekers that never find ..
And in the end all of them were just
children of the wind.

Gesigte, drome, name,
is deur die wind verwaai;
en waarheen ;il die woorde is,
sou net 'n kind kon raaL

Faces, dreams, names,
were scattered by the wind;
and whence all the words were,
only a child could guess.

Swerwers sander rigting;
sockers wat nOOlt vind ...
En eindelik was almal maar
kindcrs van die wind.

Wanderers without direction;
seekers that never find ..
And in the end all of them were just
Children of the wind.

2<1 Tom

Gouws recommended that "weary" ber repeated in Ihe tr.rnslation It" poetic purposes, and

lconociry.
21

Na I nag can be glossed as after+night, Ihe last period of Ihe night before dawn, parallello aftemoo!"
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"I(a" (e.c, cummings, 1894-1(62)

Ie

af
fa
II

"quick [thc death of thing" (e,e. cummings, 1894-[(62)
I the death of thing
(and on every side
swoop mountains fiimsying
become if who'd)

flouerig
geword as wic't)

me under a opens
(of petals of silence)
hole bigger than
never to have been

my onder 'n open
(van blomblare van stilte)
gat groter as
nooit te gewees het

what above did was
fall
(yes but behind yes)
without or until

wat bo het was
altyd geval
Ga maar agter ja)
bui tentoe of totdat

no atom couldn't die
(how and am quick i
they'll all not conceive
less who than love)

konnie doodgaan
en is gOll ek
hulle almal sallie begrypie
behalwe wie as Iiefde)
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Anekdoodle(Jan Swanepoel, born 1951)
Allekdoodte

Anecdote

as kind het ek my al gcvra:
hoe maak jy jou gereed
vir God" hoe som mens plots
jou lewe op en dwing dit
alles in 'n neutedop?

a~ child I have already asked myself
how do you prepare yourself
for God? how do you summarise suddenly
your life an force it
all into a nutshell?

blits 'n insigjou Ie binne
in die oogwenk as jy huiwer
lussen lewe en die duisler7
kom die dwaas dan tol sy sinne?
sien die blindes vergesigte
word die hakkelaars profele
kan selt:~ 'n stommerik uiteindelik
die regie woorde vind?

strikes an insight you
in the moment when you hesitate
between life and the darkness"
does the fool come to his senses?
do the blind see visions
do the stutterers become prophets
can even a dullard eventually
find the right words?

in slil bepeinsing
skik jy die toncel, stileer jy
aan die woord wal oplaas
slcgs die essensiele se

in silenl reflection
you set the scene, you stylise
the word that eventually
says only the essential

so kan jy in verbeelding repeteer
maar erens in jou weel jy
net die werklikheid sal leer

so you can rehearse in imagination
but somewhere inside you do you know
only the reality will teach

afgullslig kan jy lees hoe grotes groet,
die manne wat hul woord kon doen:
vespasianus mel sy lot versoen
bly ka~ueel komkommerkoel:
"helaas, ek dink ek word 'n god!"
die arties nero, op toneel versol
, is bykans onoortreflik met sy
, "0, wat 'n kunstenaar slerfin my!"

enviously you can read how the great greet
the men who knew their words:
vespasian reconciled with his fate
casually cool as a cucumber:
i think i am becoming a god!"
the artist nero, crazy about theatre
is almost unsurpassable with his
"oh, what an artist dies in me!"

dit bly jou by, maar waarlik
sprdllkloos laat die stomgeslanes my:
'n man van !yn en silwer woorde
wat in die dood se vlugge aanraking
geen laaste dapper woord kon vind
en net kon buig, dit kon ek nooit kleinkry
tot ek vanaand terwyl ek kus toe ry
veg teen die vaak, voel hoe ' n vragmotor
se helder hoofligte my al hoe nader suig
en ek die dood van naderby bekyk

it stays witb you, but truly
speechless do the mute-struck ones leave me:
a man of fine and silver words
who in death's brief touch
could find no last gallant word
and could but bow, this I could never fatbom
until tonight while I drive to the coast
fighting the drowsiness, feeling how a lorry's
headlights suck me closer and closer
I inspect death from up close

u kan wei vra: hoe slaat ek toe
die spyker op die kop?
laat ek dit maar beken: my woorde
sou g' nfamous last wordy haa!.
net kort en kragtig op
die man af: fok.

you may well ask: how then did I hammer
the nail on the head?
lei me just admit il: my words
would get into no famous last words.
just snappy and sharp
to his face: fuck.
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